GOVERNMENT OF INDIA (BHARAT SARKAR)
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS (RAIL MANTRALAYA)
(RAILWAY BOARD)

THE GENERAL MANAGER
EAST COAST RAILWAY/ BHUBANESWAR

THE CHAIRMAN
RRB/ BHUBANESWAR

FAX/ POST COPY
ISSUED ON: 26.07.2019

NO. E(O)III-2019/TR/187 (.) MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS HAVE WITH THE APPROVAL OF
THE PRESIDENT DECIDED THAT SHRI S K BEHERA, 2011 EXAM/ IRPS/
EAST COAST RAILWAY, SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED AND POSTED AS
MEMBER SECRETARY /RRB/ BHUBANESWAR (.)

DATE ON WHICH SHRI S K BEHERA RELINQUISHES/ ASSUMES CHARGE MAY BE
ADVISSED (.)

RAILWAYS(.)

(A. K. SEN)
DIRECTOR (ESTT.)
RAILWAY BOARD

Copy to :-
1) PS/MR, PS/MOS(R), EDPG/MR.
2) PSOs/Sr.PPSs/PPSs to CRB, MS, DG(PERS.), SECY, AM(Staff), JS(G), JS(E), JS,
   JS(C), JS(D), EDCC, ED/E(GC), ED(E&R), EDE(RRB), Dir.(Estt.), Dir(D), DS(E),
   DS(C)/CRB, DS(D), US(D&A), US(D&A)-III, Vig(C) & ERB-I, Railway Board.
3) The Principal Director of Audit, ECo. Railway.
4) The PFA, ECo. Railway.
5) The Secretary General, FROA, R No. 256-A, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
6) The General Secretary, IRPOF, R No. 268, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
7) The General Secretary, AIRF, R No. 253, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
8) The General Secretay, NFIR, R No. 256-C, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
9) The General Secretary, All India SC/ST Employees Association, Room No.7-G, Rail
   Bhawan, New Delhi.
10) The Secretary General, AIPFA, Room No. 256-D, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
11) The Secretary, RBSS Group ‘A’ Officers Association, R.No.370, Rail Bhawan, New
    Delhi.
12) The DAI (Railways), Room No.224, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
13) RBCC, Room No. 476, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi for updating on the website.

O. No. 65 /07
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA (BHARAT SARKAR)
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS (RAIL MANTRALAYA)
(RAILWAY BOARD)

THE GENERAL MANAGER
SOUTHERN RAILWAY/ CHENNAI

FAX/POST COPY
ISSUED ON: 26.07.2019

NO. E(O)III-2019/TR/297 (.) MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS HAVE WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE PRESIDENT DECIDED THAT SHRI K V RAMA MEHER, NF-SAG/ IRSE, ON PREMATURE REPATRIATION FROM DEPUTATION TO COMMISSION OF RAILWAY SAFETY, SHOULD BE POSTED ON SOUTHERN RAILWAY IN THE CADRE (.)

DATE ON WHICH SHRI K V RAMA MEHER ASSUMES CHARGE MAY BE ADVISED(.)

RAILWAYS (.)

(A. K. SEN)
DIRECTOR (ESTT.)
RAILWAY BOARD

Copy to :-

1. PS/MR, PS/MOS(R) & EDPG/MR.
2. PSOs/Sr. PPSs/PPPs to CRB, FC, ME, MST, MMM, MTR, MRS, MS, MT, MST, All DGs, Secretary, AM(CE), AM(Works), All AMs/PEDs, JS(G), JS(D), JS(C), JS, EDCC, ED(E&R), EDE(RRB), EDIP, ED(T&HMP), Dir.(Estt.), Dir.(D), DS(C)/CRB, DS(E), DS(C), US(C), US(D), US(D&A), US(D&A)III, Vg.(C) & ERB-I, Railway Board.
3. The Principal Directors of Audit, S Railway.
4. The PFA, S Railway.
5. The Secretaries General, FROA, R No. 256-A, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
6. The General Secretary, IRPOF, R No. 268, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
7. The General Secretary, AIRF, R No. 253, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
8. The General Secretary, NFIR, R No. 256-C, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
9. The General Secretary, All India SC/ST Employees Association, Room No. 7G, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
10. The Secretary General, AIRPFA, Room No. 256-D, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
11. The Secretary, RBSS Group ‘A’ Officers Association, R No. 370, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
12. The DAI (Railways), Room No. 224, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
13. The Under Secy., Commission of Railway Safety, Ministry of Civil Aviation, B-Block, Rajiv Gandhi Bhawan, Safdarjung Airport, New Delhi-03.
14. Sh. K.V. Rama Meher, IRSE, C/o - The Under Secy., Commission of Railway Safety, Ministry of Civil Aviation, B-Block, Rajiv Gandhi Bhawan, Safdarjung Airport, New Delhi-03.
15. RBCC, Room No. 476, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi for updating on the website.

O. No. 63/07
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA (BHARAT SARKAR)
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS (RAIL MANTRALAYA)
(RAILWAY BOARD)

THE GENERAL MANAGERS
NORTHERN RAILWAY/ NEW DELHI
RAIL COACH FACTORY / KAPURTHALA

THE CAQ(R)
DIESEL LOCO MODERNISATION WORKS/ PATIALA

FAX/POST COPY
ISSUED ON: 26.07.2019

NO. E(O)III-2019/PM/39 (.) REFER TO BOARD'S FAX MESSAGE OF EVEN NUMBER
DATED 14.06.2019, APPOINTING SG/ IRMS OFFICERS TO OFFICIATE IN SA GRADE
UNDER DACP SCHEME AND READ :-

(1) THE UNIT OF DR RAJESH MOHAN, IRMS, APPEARING AT ITEM NO.(12) AS
‘RCF’ INSTEAD OF ‘DMW’; AND

(2) THE NAME OF THE OFFICER, APPEARING AT ITEM NO.(44) AS ‘DR SEEMA
CHADHA, INSTEAD OF ‘DR SEEMA CHADDHA’ (.)

RAILWAYS (.)

(A. K. SEN)
DIRECTOR (ESTT.)
RAILWAY BOARD

Copy to :-

1. PSO/Sr.PPS/PS to MS, DG/RHS, SECY., JS(G), JS(C), Dir.(Estt), US(C), US(D&A),
Vig.(C), & ERB-I Railway Board.
2. The Principal Directors of Audit, N Rly.
3. The PFAs, N Rly and RCF& DMW.
4. RBCC for updating on the website.

O. No. 27-A / 06
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA (BHARAT SARKAR)
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS (RAIL MANTRALAYA)
(RAILWAY BOARD)

THE GENERAL MANAGER
SOUTH EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY/ BILASPUR

FAX / POST COPY
ISSUED ON: 26.07.2019

NO. E(O)III-2019/TR/279 (.) MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS HAVE WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
PRESIDENT DECIDED THAT SHRI YOGESH RAMESH POPHALI, JAG (NBR)/IRSEE, ON
COMPLETION OF HIS DEPUTATION TENURE IN RVNL, SHOULD BE POSTED ON SOUTH EAST
CENTRAL RAILWAY IN THE CADRE (.)

DATES ON WHICH THE ABOVE OFFICER ASSUEMS CHARGE MAY BE ADVISED (.)

RAILWAYS (.)

( A . K. SEN )
DIRECTOR (ESTT.)
RAILWAY BOARD

Copy to :-

1. PS/MR, PS/MOS(R) & EDPG/MR.
2. PSOs/Sr. PPSs/PPSs/PSts to CRB, MTR, SECY, AML, JS(G), JS(E), JS, JS(D), EDCC, EDE(GC), ED(E&R),
   ED(T&MPP), EDE(RRB), EDIP, Dir.(Estt.), Dir(D), DS(C)/CRB, US(E), US(C), US(D), US(E), US(D&A),
   VIG(C), Vigilance, ERB-I, Railway Board.
3. The Principal Director of Audit, SEC Railway.
4. The PFA, SEC Railway.
5. The Secretary General, FROA, R. No. 256-A, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi
6. The General Secretary, IRPOF, R No 268, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi
7. The General Secretary, AIRF, R No 253, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi
8. The General Secretary, NFIR, R No 256-C, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi
9. The General Secretary, AIRPFA, R. No.25-D, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
10. The General Secretary, RBSS Group 'A' Officers Association, R No 402, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
11. The General Secretary, All India SC/ST Employees Association, R No. 7-G, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
12. The DAI (Railways), R No. 224, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
13. The CMD/ RVNL, 1st Floor, Plot No. 25, August Kranti Bhawan, Bhikaji Cama Place, New Delhi- 110066.
14. Shri Yogesh Ramesh Pophal, JAG(NBR)/IRSEE, C/o the CMD/ RVNL, 1st Floor, Plot No. 25, August Kranti
    Bhawan, Bhikaji Cama Place, New Delhi- 110066.
15. RBCC, for updating the website.

O.No. 64/07